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Your guide toeconomical home heating
& the next generation of Oilheat

The Consumer Energy Council or America (CECA) has 
called fuel conversion “an expensive gamble.” 

Customers who stay with Oilheat save money and  
keep their families safe.

• Recent published reports (Wall Street Journal, Boston Globe) say 
that converting to gas could cost $8,000 or more. 

• CECA recommends that consumers looking to reduce energy 
costs upgrade their Oilheat systems rather than convert to 
another fuel. Upgrading costs much less than converting and 
can reduce fuel costs by 30% or more.

• Oilheat is non-explosive, doesn’t ignite at room temperature, 
and stores safely inside a tank. Utility gas is explosive. If a leak 
develops, gas can accumulate in the house, and an explosion 
can result.

• In the event of an equipment malfunction, a gas system can 
spread deadly carbon monoxide without warning. When an 
Oilheat system malfunctions, it produces odors and visible 
warning signs.

Don’t Gamble With Your  
Savings or Safety
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Oilheat and Bioheat®: Great Today and Even Better Tomorrow
As America seeks smarter energy solutions,  

you may wonder how you can help reduce demand  
for energy imports, slow the pace of climate change – 

and save money. As an Oilheat customer, you’ve  
already made the perfect choice.

Bioheat® Is Renewable
Bioheat® connects customers to an infinitely renewable supply 
by incorporating liquid biofuel made from plants and food 
byproducts. Massachusetts has already mandated the use of 
Bioheat®, and other cities and states are expected to follow.

Bioheat® Q&A
What is Bioheat®?  Domestically produced, Bioheat® 
is an environment-friendly fuel that can be made from plants like 
soybeans. Bioheat® can literally be grown at home — helping to 
support our nation’s farmers and reducing our dependence on 

foreign oil.

How much biofuel 
is in Bioheat®?  

Many dealers are selling a 
blend of 5% biofuel and 95% Oilheat, but your 

dealer may be using a different blend. 

What are the benefits of Bioheat®?  
Bioheat® burns cleaner than traditional Oilheat and draws 
on an infinitely renewable supply. Tomorrow’s blend of 
reduced-sulfur Oilheat and biofuel “may well become the 
preferred fuel for lowering greenhouse gas emissions in 
the U.S.,” according to the Energy Research Center.

The advent of Bioheat® adds to the list of advantages that 
Oilheat enjoys over competing fuels like utility gas.

Oilheat Advantages
Oilheat customers enjoy value, safety, and peace of mind that 
utility gas customers may never experience.

Cost: Over the last 20 years, 
Oilheat and utility gas costs have 
tracked each other closely, with 
Oilheat being the better value for 
most of that time.*  

(*Source: Energy Information Administration)

Service: Full-service Oilheat dealers offer 24-hour emergency 
service, equipment upgrades, cost management plans, service 
contracts, and more. Gas utilities generally offer no service, and 
customers must find help on their own when their system fails.

Local: Most Oilheat dealers are firmly rooted in their 
communities. They serve families for generations, employ 
local people, and support community organizations. 
Gas utilities like European-based National Grid have no 
connection to your area and face virtually no competition.

The Environment: Oilheat benefits from recent 
technological advances, like the introductions of Bioheat® 
and ultra-low-sulfur Oilheat. Utility gas is made up largely 
of methane, a greenhouse gas, which can leak into the 
atmosphere during production and distribution.SAMPLE




